EMT Practical Station Failure Codes

**Basic Life Support Station**

A121. Takes body substance isolation precautions.
B122. Assess mental status.
B123. Assess adequacy of breathing and treat.
B124. Assess presence of pulse and treat with CPR or AED Analysis within 1 minute.
B125. Assess for major bleeding and control hemorrhage, if airway related.
B126. Identifies between “Load-and-Go” and stable patients
C127. Assess complaint and signs/symptoms. (O-P-Q-R-S-T)
C128. Assess SAMPLE history.
C129. Perform rapid head-to-toe assessment. (DCAP/BTLS)
C130. Assess baseline vital signs.
D131. Properly positions defib pads.
D132. Begins analysis within 2 minutes of beginning assessment.
D133. Properly delivers defibrillations, as indicated.
D134. Properly sequences defibrillations, as indicated.
D135. Checks pulse after sequence of shocks or when “No-Shock-Advised”.
D136. Resumes CPR after interventions (Defib/analysis) without return of pulse.
D137. Follows appropriate defibrillation safety protocol. (Both states and looks to confirm that safe defib. can be delivered)
E138. Properly ventilates throughout exam, as indicated by rise and fall of chest.
E139. Properly performs chest compressions, as indicated.
F140. Exceeded Allowed Time Limit

**Trauma Emergencies Station**

A151. Takes body substance isolation precautions.
B152. Assess mental status.
B153. Assess adequacy of breathing and treat.
B154. Assess presence of pulse and treat.
B155. Assess for major bleeding and control hemorrhage.
B156. Identifies between “Load-and-Go” and stable patients
C157. Performs rapid assessment of patient(s) based on mechanism of injury and/or chief complaint.
C158. Assess head to toe, as indicated.
C159. Assess SAMPLE history.
C160. Assess baseline vital signs.
D161. Maintains cervical and spinal immobilization as indicated.
D162. Properly manages wounds/injuries.
D163. Performs other interventions as indicated.
E164. Reassess/manage changes in patient condition and adequacy of interventions performed.
F165. Patient properly positioned on appropriate transport device.
F166. Patient lifted to stretcher or moved required distance.
G167. Report received by evaluator.
H168. Exceeded Allowed Time Limit

Medical Emergencies Station

A181. Takes body substance isolation precautions.
B182. Assess mental status.
B183. Assess adequacy of breathing and treat.
B184. Assess presence of pulse and treat.
B185. Assess for major bleeding and control hemorrhage.
B186. Identifies between “Load-and-Go” and stable patients
C187. Performs rapid assessment of patient(s) based on mechanism of injury and/or chief complaint.
C188. Assess signs/symptoms. (O-P-Q-R-S-T)
C189. Assess SAMPLE history.
C190. Assess head to toe, as indicated
C191. Assess baseline vital signs.
D192. Assists/administers medication(s) per appropriate medical direction/protocol.
D193. Checks appropriate medication parameters, before/after administration.
D194. Performs other interventions as indicated.
E195. Reassess/manage changes in patient condition and adequacy of interventions performed.
F196. Patient properly positioned on appropriate transport device.
F197. Patient lifted to stretcher or moved required distance.
G198. Report received by evaluator.
H199. Exceeded Allowed Time Limit